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Abstract
Clustering is an important phenomenon in turbulent flows laden with inertial
particles. Although this process has been studied extensively, there are still
many open questions about both the fundamental physics and the reconciliation
of different observations into a coherent quantitative view of this important
mechanism for particle-turbulence interaction, that can enable high resolution
modeling.
In this work, we study the effect of projecting this phenomenon onto 2D
and 1D (as usually done in experimental measurements). In particular, the ef-
fect of measurement volume in 1D projections on detected cluster properties,
such as size or concentration, is explored to provide a method for comparison of
published and future observations, from experimental or numerical data. The
results demonstrate that, in order to capture accurate values of the mean cluster
properties under a wide range of experimental conditions, the measurement vol-
ume needs to be larger than the Kolmogorov length scale (η), and smaller than
about ten percent of the integral length scale of the turbulence L. This depen-
dency provides the correct scaling to carry out unidimensional measurements of
preferential concentration, taking into account the turbulence characteristics.
Additionally, it is critical to disentangle the cluster-characterizing results
from random contributions to the cluster statistics, specially in 1D, as the raw
probability density function (PDF) of Vorono¨ı cells does not provide error-free
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information on the clusters size or local concentration. We propose a method-
ology to correct for this measurement bias, with an analytical model of the
cluster PDF obtained from comparison with a Random Poisson Process (RPP)
probability distribution in 1D, which appears to discard the existence of power
laws in the cluster PDF. At higher dimensions, 2 or 3 D, power law tails were
found with our cluster identification algorithm. We develop a new test to dis-
cern between turbulence-driven clustering and randomness, that complements
the cluster identification algorithm by segregating the number of particles inside
each cluster.
Keywords: Preferential Concentration, Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence,
Inertial Particles, Vorono¨ı Analysis, 1D Statistics
1. Introduction
Experimental measurements of turbulent flows laden with inertial particles
can address numerous open questions that are important to both fundamental
physical understanding and applications, e.g., cumulus clouds formation, pollu-
tant dispersion, or fuel sprays.
These experiments are not only useful to validate the multiple numerical
approaches proposed to model inertial particle interactions with turbulence,
but also to disentangle their underlying physics, and finally reach comprehensive
understanding. However, from an experimental point of view, there are pitfalls
inherent to the wide variety of measuring techniques available. These hinder the
ability of post-processing methods to characterize and quantify the influence of
several control parameters, such as turbulence intensity or concentration, on the
measured variables. For instance, a recent study [1] showed that a 1D Vorono¨ı
analysis performed on a record taken by an optical probe via phase detection,
was unable to capture preferential concentration in experimental conditions for
which clustering was observed using 2D Vorono¨ı analysis [2]. A similar effect
was reported in the context of cloud microphysics [3].
Turbulent flows laden with inertial particles constitute an active research
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area within multiphase fluid mechanics due to their potential applications in
fields such as planetary formation, pollutant modeling, and cloud formation
[3, 4]. Several methods are available to characterize particle-clusters, with
Vorono¨ı-tessellation [5, 6, 7, 8] becoming increasingly popular in both exper-
imental studies employing visualization techniques, e.g., Particle Tracking Ve-
locimetry (PTV) [2, 9] and numerical simulations. It has been found from
2D/3D Vorono¨ı diagrams that inertial particle concentration deviates from a
Random Poisson Process (RPP), and several parameters have been devised to
identify clusters and voids. Preferential concentration by means of Vorono¨ı tes-
sellations is quantified by comparing the standard deviation of the normalized
cell size distribution [5](σV) with its RPP counterpart (σRPP ), a distribution
without correlations at any scale. For this comparison, the standard deviation
of the random variable V = Mvoro/〈Mvoro〉 is computed, where Mvoro repre-
sents the length L, area A , or volume V of the Vorono¨ı cells in the cases of a
1D Vorono¨ı analysis (1DVOA), 2DVOA, or 3DVOA, respectively, and the an-
gle brackets 〈...〉 represent the ensemble average. The standard deviation of the
RPP distribution, σRPP , can be analytically computed: σRPP ∼ 0.71/0.53/0.42
for 1DVOA/2DVOA/3DVOA (see table 1, and [5]). Evidence of preferential con-
centration is successfully recovered if σV > σRPP , and the difference constitutes
a quantifiable measure of clustering within the measured flow. However, a pre-
vious study has shown that a sensitivity analysis must be conducted if evidence
of clustering is not clearly recovered by means of 1DVOA,, i.e., if σV ≈ σRPP , in
order to assess the existence or not of preferential concentration in the measured
record [1].
Despite this progress, there are several open questions related to the physics
underlying clusters, in which complementary experimental techniques, such as
phase detection optical probes [10] or phase doppler interferometry (PDI) [11],
could provide additional information not easily available from imaging measure-
ments. Using the complementary techniques proposed naturally leads towards
a 1DVOA, which can be applied to environmental particle-laden flows such
as clouds, in which identifying the actual droplet spatial distribution within
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the cloud remains an open problem [3, 12, 4], or environmental sciences where
pollutant dispersion modeling still needs empirical correlations and measure-
ments to make city-scale computations feasible [13, 14]. However, quantifying
preferential concentration through unidimensional records [3, 15] might lead to
inaccurate conclusions regarding the phenomenon: the absence of preferential
concentration might be due to method of analysis or an inadequate resolution
of the measuring instrument. For instance, experimental uni-dimensional and
bi-dimensional measurements, taken under almost identical conditions, yielded
opposite results regarding preferential concentration within the flow. This para-
dox, obtained from Vorono¨ı analyses of particles’ location in planar flow visual-
izations in a droplet-laden wind tunnel, was isolated by comparing the Vorono¨ı
cell statistics of the 2D data against 1D data obtained by projecting the droplet
locations in the 2D images onto lines, and subsequently applying 1DVOA on this
1D data. From now on, this algorithm will be referred as 2DEXP → 1D⊥, where
2DEXP stands for 2D experimental images, and 1D⊥ is the uni-dimensional or-
thogonal projection into 1D, i.e., onto an axis (see section 3.1). The origin of
this issue [1] was linked to the probe measuring volume size (MWS), which had
a critical impact on determining the presence of preferential concentration via
1DVOA.
In this work, we fully characterize the impact of instrument resolution, i.e.
measuring window size (MWS), on 1DVOA on a numerical dataset and 2D
experimental data. This analysis allow us to provide a range of MWSs for which
evidence of preferential concentration could be consistently retrieved, under
similar experimental conditions. The upper bound of this range is defined as
MWS?, where σV = f(MWS) attains its peak. The latter seems to be located
at MWS? ∼ L/10 (for experimental and numerical datasets), where L is the
integral lengthscale of the carrier flow. The lower bound is not so easily defined,
but seems to be of the order of the Kolmogorov lengthscale.
Secondly, we examined these biases on the 1D cluster local characteristics
(probability density functions, PDFs), such as linear size or concentration, easily
accessible with Vorono¨ı tessellations [16] via experimental and numerical data
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Dimension PDF Expression σRPP Model
1 ye−2y · 4 0.71 Analytical
2 y5/2e−7/2y · 343/15√7/2pi ∼ 0.53 Fit
3 y3.8e−4y
1.17 · 345/7 ∼ 0.42 Fit
Table 1: Summary of the PDF expressions for 1,2,3 dimensions, and their respective properties
as reported by Ferenc and Neda´ [5] (1D and 2D) and Tanemura [17] (3D).
(DNS). Our analyses led to conclude that the loss of information brought by the
unidimensional nature of the method compromises its capacity to characterize
the phenomenon in 1D, and therefore, the ‘plain’ 1DVOA might be not conclu-
sive, under some experimental conditions, to the presence of clusters within the
flow. In this context, a theoretical model to compute the PDF of cluster linear
sizes MCRPP /〈MCRPP 〉 was developed. The model, that consist of condition-
ing the PDF by the number of particles within clusters, allows to disentangle
randomness from turbulence on a 1D signal.
2. The experimental setup and methods
The experiment was conducted in a close-circuit wind tunnel ‘Lespinard ’
that has been extensively used to study particle clustering under statistically
isotropic turbulent conditions [18, 16, 19, 2]. A schematic sketch of the exper-
imental setup is shown in figure 1a. Turbulence is produced by means of an
active grid [20] operated in triple random or open mode [21] (using both grid
protocols, we recovered K41 [22, 23] turbulence at the measuring locations),
downstream of which a rack of 36 spray nozzles generate inertial water droplets
with a polydisperse diameter distribution. This polydispersity was previously
quantified by means of a PDI (see [1, 2]), and the measurements for this study
are illustrated in figure 1b. The turbulence within the measuring region (3 in
figure 1a) has been experimentally found to be very close to a statistically ho-
mogeneous isotropic state [24, 25] under similar conditions (Reλ, and η) as the
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ones reported here [21]. Figure 1c shows the energy spectrum, taken at this mea-
suring station via hot-wire anemometry, with a mild region where statistically
isotropic turbulence (see -5/3 power-law in the figure) was recovered.
At the measuring station (3 in fig 1a), a high speed camera collected 4500
images of the light scattered by the droplets from 1-mm thick laser plane. The
images, with an area of (120×100 mm2) and collected to be statistical inde-
pendent realizations, were post-processed to identify the location of the droplet
centers.
Along with experimental data, 30 numerical snapshots from a DNS (Direct
Numerical Simulation) data base [26] ( https://turbase.cineca.it/init/
routes/#/logging/view_dataset/3/tabmet ) were surveyed. These snapshots
contained inertial point particles with a Stokes number close to unity, i.e., Stη =
τp/τη ∼ 1, which corresponds to the RM-2008-LIGHT-512.St6.XX.h5 files, with
τp = 0.048282 for the particle time response and β = 3ρf/(ρf +2ρp) = 0 for the
density ratio, according to the notation and units found in Bec et al. [27, 28]).
Each file contained the trajectories of 1280 particles integrated over 3300 time
steps. More details of the numerical setup for the case Reλ ∼ 185 can be found
in [27, 28]. The experimental and simulation parameters are summarized in
tables 2, and 3.
2.1. 1D ‘Virtual’ Vorono¨ı Analysis
Following [5], a unidimensional Vorono¨ı analysis (1DVOA) was performed on
projected data from this dataset (3DDNS → 1D⊥), where 3DDNS is the three
dimensional DNS data set, and 1D⊥ stands for the uni-dimensional orthogonal
projection (see figure 2a). The ‘projected’ record was obtained by extending a
procedure, summarized below, initially developed for 2D experimental images
[1]. The original algorithm comprised the following steps:
1. A random vertical yˆ coordinate was generated. This coordinate set the
position of the axis γ onto which the particles were projected.
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Figure 1: a) Sketch of the wind tunnel experimental setup. 1, 2, and 3 refer to the locations of
the active grid, the injection rack, and the measurement region, respectively. The measuring
region downstream distance was taken from the beginning of the injector rack. Shaded region
illustrates the extend of the laser sheet. The transverse square cross-section has dimensions
of 750 × 750 mm2. b) Droplet Diameter Dp distribution. The symbol (◦) refers to data from
[2], and the ( ) line refers to a log fit (parameters shown in the plot legend) c) Velocity
spectrum for ( ) the active grid (AG) Reλ ∼ 250 , ( ) the open grid (OG) Reλ ∼ 30
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Figure 2: a) Sketch of the 2DEXP → 1D⊥ particles centers projection for an arbitrary image.
MWS is the measuring window size, yˆ is the randomly generated vertical coordinate of the
axis γ over which the points are orthogonally projected. b) Sketch of the 3DDNS → 1D⊥
particles centers projection for an arbitrary DNS snapshot. MWS is the measuring window
size is equal to the diameter of the cylinder, yˆ and zˆ are the randomly generated coordinates
of the axis γ onto which the points are orthogonally projected. c)Average number of projected
samples per snapshot from 1D sampling (2DEXP /3DDNS → 1D⊥), and its dependency with
the measuring window size. At very small MWS with respect to L the average number of
samples captured is small, which is directly linked to lack of clustering recently reported [1].
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Dataset Grid Mode Reλ Stη εL4/ν3 Dp/η L/η λ/η φ ρp/ρf
EXP-2D-AG-A Random 250 0.9 4.3 ×108 0.125 175 35 1.2 ×10−5 800
EXP-2D-AG-B Random 250 0.9 4.3 ×108 0.125 175 35 2.3 ×10−5 800
EXP-2D-OG-A Open 30 0.05 9.0 ×104 0.032 20 7 1.2 ×10−5 800
EXP-2D-OG-B Open 30 0.05 9.0 ×104 0.032 20 7 2.3 ×10−5 800
DNS [27, 28] - 185 1 1.1×1010 - 314 26 -  1
Table 2: φ is the volume fraction for the experimental data , as the DNS used ‘1-way’
coupling simulation of point particles, its volume fraction is irrelevant (effectively, φ ∼ 0).
λ =
√
15ν/εu′ is the Taylor length scale, and ν ∼ 1.5 × 10−5 [m2s−1] is the air viscosity,
Reλ = u
′λ/ν, Dp is the value of the most probable diameter which was used to compute
the Stokes number Stη =
(Dp/η)
2
36
(1 + 2ρp/ρf ), see [2]. ρp/ρf is the density ratio between
the particles, and the carrier phase. ε, and L are the carrier dissipation (calculated following
[29] for the experimental data), and integral length scale (computed considering [30] for the
experimental data), respectively. AG/OG stands for the random or open mode of the active
grid.
2. A symmetric measuring volume size (MWS) window was defined intended
to quantify the effect of the instrument finite spatial resolution. At all
times, the yˆ coordinate choice was restricted so that the MWS width was
inside the computational domain.
3. All the particle centers that lay within this measuring strip (axis γ and
width MWS) were projected onto the axis γ, i.e., their horizontal coordi-
nate was recorded, using Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis [31].
4. 1DVOA was performed over the particle location line projections.
For the 3DDNS → 1D⊥ projection (see figure 2b), two additional steps were
taken with respect to the 2DEXP → 1D⊥ procedure: first, an additional zˆ
transverse coordinate was generated to position the axis, and second, a cylinder
of a diameter equal to the measuring window was generated so that all particles
within this cylindrical volume were projected on the cylinder axis. The number
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Dataset Nsnap 〈Np/Nsnap〉 σ〈Np/Nsnap〉
EXP-2D-AG-A 4500 1 ×103 280
EXP-2D-AG-B 4500 5 ×103 1200
EXP-2D-OG-A 4500 3 ×103 330
EXP-2D-OG-B 4500 1 ×104 800
DNS 30 4 ×104 0
RPP 1000 103, 104, 105 0
Table 3: Datasets summary. Nsnap is the number of snapshots, Np is the number of particles,
〈Np/Nsnap〉 is the average number of particles per snapshot, and σ〈Np/Nsnap〉 is the standard
deviation of the mentioned average.
of particles projected, that are used for the 1DVOA or 2DVOA, is linear (2D)
or quadratic (3D) with the size of the measuring probe (MWS) as demonstrated
in figure 2c.
3. Results
3.1. PDFs and Vorono¨ı cell standard deviation
The numerical database [27, 28] was analyzed by means of 3DVOA in or-
der to check the presence of preferential concentration within the dataset. The
probability density function (PDF) of the normalized Vorono¨ı cell volume (V =
V/〈V 〉) coming from this analysis is shown in 3a. It visually confirms the pres-
ence of preferential concentration within the DNS data, and quantifies it by
comparing the value of the Vorono¨ı cell size standard deviation (σV) in the
DNS data against the standard deviation of the RPP distribution of the same
number of particles (σV ∼ 0.62 > σ3DRPP ∼ 0.42, table 1). The 1DVOA was
then applied to the line projections of the DNS particle locations.
The probability density functions (PDFs) of the 1DVOA for several measur-
ing window sizes (MWS) are shown in figure 3b. The MWS value affects the
PDF shape, making it closer to the RPP for larger window sizes. The standard
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Figure 3: a) Probability density function (PDF) plot of 3DVOA for the DNS data [27, 28].
It is clear that the DNS data contains clustering, as σV ≈ 0.62 > σ3DRPP ≈ 0.42 is larger
than its equivalent for a 3D RPP distribution. b) PDF plot of (3DDNS → 1D⊥) 1DVOA for
several MWS. The clusters were computed following the algorithm explained in section 3.2,
which involves taking all the cells to the left of the threshold Vth ∼ 0.55. It can be seen that
above 15η the clustering intensity is reduced by increasing window size in agreement with
figure 4a.
deviation of the Vorono¨ı cell sizes σV confirmed this trend which is also seen in
the projected 2D experimental data (2DEXP → 1D⊥) in figure 4a. There is an
intermediate MWS range for which evidence of preferential concentration can
be effectively retrieved, but for smaller or larger MWS values, the evidence of
clustering is not conclusive, i.e. σV ≈ σRPP . These results obtained by project-
ing experimental or numerical datasets onto a line support the sub-poissonian
hypothesis [3, 15, 1] if the MWS is too narrow, but do not completely validate
it, as statistical convergence could also play a non-negligible role (see figure 2c).
Interestingly, a three-dimensional random Poisson distribution (RPP) (la-
beled 3DRPP → 1D⊥ in table 3) is also shown in figure 4c to have a transition
region where σV < σRPP . Figure 4b shows that the range of valid probe volume
sizes (MWS†) to capture clustering depends on the particle number density, φ,
with smaller allowable MWS for increasing φ. The magnitude of clustering (σV)
depends on Reλ: the larger Reλ, the larger degree of clustering, as previously
11
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Figure 4: a) ‘Virtual’ (3DDNS → 1D⊥) 1DVOA standard deviation evolution vs measuring
window size. (+) is the DNS data from [27, 28], () is the experimental data (EXP-2D-AG-
B), and (N) is the randomly generated data. Shaded region denotes the sizes of interest for
measuring instruments. More generally, the peak seems to be located at MWS? ∼ LC . The
dashed line ( ) corresponds to σ1DRPP ∼ 0.71. b) 1DVOA standard deviation evolution
for our experimental data. ♦ represent the DNS data from [27, 28]) It can be seen that the
larger the concentration the higher σV for the same measuring window size. the peak shifts
with decreasing concentration as expected. The peak location is also close to previous reported
characteristic cluster sizes obtained by means of 2DVOA[32, 33, 2], and 3DVOA[34]. However,
it depends on Reλ, as these and previous studies shown. c)(3DRPP → 1D⊥) 1DVOA standard
deviation evolution of artificially generated 3D data using a random distribution. NP stands
for the number of points inside the 3D domain. d) (3DDNS → 2D⊥) 2DVOA standard
deviation evolution vs measuring window size for the DNS data. Shaded region denotes the
sizes of interest for measuring instruments. σ2DRPP ∼ 0.53.. In the figures, the measuring
window for the peak seems approximately follow the relation MWS? ∼ L/10, where L the
integral lengthscale of the flow (see table 2).
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reported [32, 2].
The projected 3DDNS → 1D⊥ or 2DEXP → 1D⊥, data shows that if the
instrument probe volume does not lie within an acceptable size, clustering evi-
dence can not be retrieved by 1DVOA due to the information loss produced by
the measurement spatial average. Consequently, the correlations present among
the particles within the flow are not captured. Based on this argument, we con-
clude that 2DEXP → 1D⊥ experimental data projection is an adequate manner
to study this phenomenon, as it describes the evolution present in 3D DNS and
experimental data.
From the data in figure 4b, the MWS value for the peak clustering could
be estimated as MWS? ∼ L/10. This relation can be connected to different
multi-scale mechanisms proposed to explain preferential concentration [35, 36].
For instance, in the Sweep-Stick mechanism [35, 37, 38], the scaling behavior
for voids (the counterpart of clusters) in the inertial range is not described by a
single scale, but instead follows a self-similar behavior within windows of sizes
`max/`min = O(10) (where ` is a turbulent scale). We can therefore interpret
this MWS size for the peak clustering as representative of the maximum window
of interaction, at all scales, between the carrier turbulent flow and the particles.
Also, MWS? ∼ L/10 is in rough agreement with clustering results for D in the
regime St > 0.3 [39] . A non-monotonic behavior with a peak at roughly 0.2L),
relates the physical mechanism responsible for clustering with the Radial Dis-
tribution Function (RDF): g(r) =exp(Dr−4/3). This behavior comes from the
influence of the large scales, which is consistent with the Sweep-Stick mechanism
[35].
Alternatively, the expression MWS? ∼ L/10 seems to roughly correlate with
previously reported values for the cluster characteristic size LC/η ≈ 10. For
instance, Monchaux and Dejoan [33] reported LC/η ≈ 2 − 4, with L/η ∼ 30,
and Reλ ∼ 30, which is very close to LC/η ∼ 0.1L/η. Obligado et al. [32]
outlined LC/η ≈ 10 − 20 with L/η ∼ 1000 and Reλ ∈ [200, 400]. Recent
experiments from Petersen et al. [40] reported LC/η ≈ 10− 40 with L/η ∼ 500
and Reλ ∈ [200, 500], which are in rough agreement with the relation MWS? ∼
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L/10. The expression LC/η ∼ 0.1L/η could constitute a scaling for the cluster
characteristic size, under similar experimental conditions. However, the scaling
does not completely explain the coupling between particle number density, φ,
and Reλ, with MWS? ∼ LC perhaps a more general relationship. Despite
possible discrepancies between DNS and experimental data identified in [41],
and the evidence that absolute characteristic properties of clusters might not be
universal, the DNS data here follows the same trend, i.e., MWS? ∼ LC ∼ 40η,
which is close to the value found from 3D analysis.
In both experiments and simulations, MWS? provides a criterion for the
probe volume size (more precisely an upper bound) which guarantees the de-
tection of preferential concentration if it were present in the flow. The lower
bound, however, depends on the particle concentration or number density and,
consequently, as the concentration increases the sub-poissonian events crossover
shifts to smaller MWSs. Despite this, it seems reasonable to consider that our
analysis of the experimental data recommends a minimum MWS at least equal
to the Kolmogorov lengthscale (MWS† > η) in order to capture inertial particle
spatial correlations via 1DVOA. This lower bound selection is supported by the
average cluster size analysis (see section 3.2 and figure 5b).
For completeness, a (3DDNS → 2D⊥) analysis, similar as that in [42], was
performed on the DNS data (see figure 4d). The measuring window size here
refers to the thickness of the slice taken from the 3D domain (Lth). The figure
shows that the standard deviation σV lies above that for a random distribution
for window sizes from 3η to the integral lengthscale (see Table 2). These results
(3DDNS → 2D⊥), confirm the robustness of 2DVOA to detect preferential con-
centration from 3D datasets (numerical or experimental), as previously reported
[42]. The relation MWS? ∼ L/10 is also recovered for this type of projection.
Other possible biases in 2D, for example the effect of finite size edge effects on
the Voronoi cells [43], are out of the scope of the present work.
The question of the influence of MWS on cluster characteristics is addressed
in light of the guidelines for 1D preferential concentration detection. Namely,
how to interpret cluster size and particle concentration captured by means of
14
1DVOA.
3.2. Average clusters size and measuring window size
The most widely accepted cluster identification algorithm [18] is as follows:
all the normalized Vorono¨ı cell sizes V, including higher dimensions, that were
below a threshold value V < Vth and that also shared an edge were considered
to constitute a cluster. Unless otherwise stated, two or more cells are considered
a cluster (NPC ≥ 2, where NPC is the number of particles inside the cluster).
The value of Vth is selected as the value where the RPP curve crosses the
corresponding VOA PDF [18, 16, 25] to the left of its peak as shown in figure
5a. For 1DVOA, the Vorono¨ı cell threshold Vth selected for all conditions of
experimental and numerical data is Vth ∼ 0.55. It is important to note that
this cluster identification algorithm is applied individually to each snapshot.
Otherwise, spurious results, not shown here, arise.
Figure 5b illustrate the average cluster size 〈LC〉/η with respect to the inte-
gral lengthscale of the turbulence, L, for the different cases studied. For large
window sizes, MWSMWS†, the average cluster size has a power-law decay
behavior with increasing MWS. The power-law exponents appear to be related
to the dimensionality reduction, i.e., 2 for the 3DDNS → 1D⊥ projection, and
1 for the 2DEXP → 1D⊥ projection. The decay is expected considering that
as more particles are projected (artificially increasing local concentration), the
absolute size of the Vorono¨ı cells decreases, as previously shown in figure 2c.
Moreover, this explains the steeper slope of the 3DDNS → 1D⊥ projection, as
more the number of particles projected increasing quadratically with MWS in
this case, vs linearly for the 2DEXP → 1D⊥ projection.
Figure 5b also shows that there is a range of MWS values, which depends
on φ and Reλ, where preferential concentration is captured (i.e., σV > σRPP )
with consistent cluster sizes that do not depend on MWS size (no power law
behavior). It is remarkable that within this range, the average cluster size
〈LC〉/η is in agreement with previous reported values by 2DVOA, and 3DVOA
[44, 32, 45, 34, 33] for the conditions studied. The average linear cluster size
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is O(10η) at Reλ = O(100), and φv = O(10−5). The latter suggests that a
measuring instrument with a MWS within this intermediate range will not only
be able to recover evidence of preferential concentration, but also will capture
similar values of 〈LC〉/η under similar experimental conditions of Reλ, and φ.
This hypothesis is supported by recent measurements [25] using phase Doppler
interferometry (PDI) [11] under similar experimental conditions, that reported
evidence of preferential concentration with an average cluster size in the O(10η),
with a probe volume waist, representative of MWS, larger than the Kolmogorov
length scale, i.e., MWS† > η [25]. Finally, it is worth noticing (by comparing
figures 2c and 5b) that the two datasets with the highest concentration, φ =
2.3× 10−5 have, on average, the same number of projected particles, but their
cluster sizes differ by almost an order of magnitude, confirming that carrier flow
turbulence has a major role in controlling the spatial correlation in the particle
concentration field [37].
On the other hand, these results reinforce the recent observation that the
average cluster linear size, previously reported to be in the O(10η− 20η) range,
might not be as universal as previously thought [41]. This size is highly de-
pendent on the global particle concentration (particle number density) as also
shown here. The behaviour observed from our data through 3D and 2D pro-
jections is consistent with previous reports under similar experimental condi-
tions: cluster size increases with Reλ [32, 2] at fixed concentration φ, and
cluster length decreases with increasing φ at fixed Reλ [2]. Although Mon-
chaux and Dejoan [33] recently reported the opposite, that cluster length does
not depend on the concentration, their simulation’s lower Reynolds number,
Reλ ∼ 40, can explain this paradox. This explanation is consistent with figure
4b, where our lower Reλ cases (open grid/OG case) have very good agreement
for MWS> 10−2L, whereas our higher Reλ cases show the cluster dependency.
The value of
√
AC/η ≈ 2 − 4η reported [33] is in agreement with our low
Reλ cases. In the case of the DNS data, 3DVOA applied on the data yielded
V
1/3
C /η ∼ 50η, which again is in rough agreement with the trends shown.
The cluster size probability distribution is analyzed in the following subsec-
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Figure 5: a) Probability density function (PDF) plot of (2DEXP → 1D⊥) 1DVOA (EXP-2D-
AG-B) for three different MWS. The value taken for the threshold for cluster computation
was chosen as Vth = 0.55. The inset illustrates that if the MWS is too narrow (MWS < η),
the PDF gets increasingly close to a RPP distribution. b)Average linear cluster size 〈LC〉/η
vs the measuring window size MWS for the data analyzed. The dashed line ( ) shows
the previous experimental data average size [44, 32] at Reλ = O(100), and φ = O(10−5).
The blank symbols refer to points below the cut-off measuring window MWS?, + is the DNS
data [27, 28], the ( ) lines represent the powerlaws exponents 〈LC〉/η ∼
(
MWS/L)−1, and
〈LC〉/η ∼
(
MWS/L)−2.
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tion, based on the mean cluster size description above. The influence of the
carrier flow turbulence characteristics, as well as other large-scale parameters
such as liquid volume fraction, on the cluster spatial and concentration distri-
butions is studied.
3.3. Cluster size PDF
Figures 6a, 6b and 6c illustrate the behavior of the PDFs of normalized
linear cluster size LC/〈LC〉 with varying MWS. The DNS data collapse well
with experimental data [25], abut the behaviour of the large length areas (voids)
does not show any trace of a power law with slopes of −5/3 or −16/9, as has
been found in 2D and 3D data, shown in figure 10a [9, 2, 34].
The lack of a power law behaviour in the cluster length PDF from 1D data
prompted the question: Do 1DVOA cluster sizes have some universal PDF, re-
gardless of whether there is actual preferential concentration in the underlying
data? To address this question, the following test was devised: after apply-
ing the 1DVOA to synthetic data from a uniform random distribution, all the
Vorono¨ı cells with sizes smaller than the threshold, Vth, were processed using
the cluster identification algorithm described above (3.2). The resulting PDF is
plotted in Figure 6d and compared with experimental data [25]. The presence
of agreement between the RPP-generated “clusters” and the experimental data
suggests that characterizing clusters properties using 1DVOA is fraught with
uncertainty, since the normalized size distribution (LC/〈LC〉) might produce a
similar PDF whether or not preferential concentration is present.
It has been proposed that turbulence-induced clusters exhibit fractal be-
havior [44, 9]. The collapse of 1D random and preferential concentration data
disputes that this behaviour can be evaluated by 1D measurements. It also sug-
gests that a commonly-used cluster detection algorithm [18] would find power
law behavior when applied to a random set, not only in 1D but in higher di-
mensions. Previous works [46, 34, 8] have reported this power law behavior for
3DVOA applied on a finite size RPP-3D, but did not completely explain its
causes.
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A mixture PDF model [47] from RPP data is formulated for the normalized
cluster length distribution (LC/〈LC〉). Details can be found in the Appendix
A. Each PDF, fi, is multiplied by a weight αi, i.e., fmix =
∑N
i αifi, where N
is the number of PDFs to combine. The random mixture PDF resulting from
the model shows good agreement with the pure RPP data in Figure 6d, ruling
out the possibility that the right tail of a LC/〈LC〉 PDF from 1D random data
has a power law behavior. The RPP-1D mixture PDF, however, overlaps with
experimental data that contains preferential concentration. This simple model
can provide a tool to disentangle ‘weak’ clustering, with its characteristic right
tail power law, from random data. The weights used in the mixture of random
probabilities (see eqs A.8 - A.10), are an important contribution to this model.
These probabilities can be modeled from histograms of NPC (the number of
clusters points), i.e., conditioning by the number of particles in each cluster.
Figures 7a and 8a show that when preferential concentration is present, these
weights follow power laws, whereas, for random distributions in 1D and 2D,
they follow exponential laws.
The model is less accurate in 2D, as explained in detail in Appendix A.1,
but still roughly captures the behavior of the synthetic RPP mixture, as shown
in figure 7b. More importantly, this figure shows the consequences of modeling
the mixture weights with power laws as αk−2 ∼ 1/NPC [47] instead of with ac-
tual data, for example from figure 7a. The power law weights yield a power law
in the mixture, providing indirect evidence that, unless a power law probability
is imposed, this kind of behavior of the right tail of the cluster PDF does not
happen in RPP-1D or RPP-2D distributions (see figure 10a). This argument
seems to be confirmed by the qualitative agreement between our model and the
synthetic data plotted in figure 7b. Additionally, the histogram in figure 7a
showing PDI experimental data [25] supports the hypothesis that, in 1D, the
correlations between the particle locations are weaker than in 2D and 3D (a
limited power law is observed) and, therefore the PDFs for preferential concen-
tration data agrees within limits with RPP-1D data, as observed in figures 6a -
6d.
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Figure 6: The markers (◦) correspond to data from [25] and the dashed-dotted line ( )
represents ∝ (LC/〈LC〉)−5/3. a) PDF of (2DEXP → 1D⊥) 1DVOA (EXP-2D-AG-B) for
normalized linear cluster size LC/〈LC〉. b)PDF of (2DEXP → 1D⊥) 1DVOA (EXP-2D-OG-
B) for normalized linear cluster size LC/〈LC〉. c) PDF of (3DDNS → 1D⊥) 1DVOA for
normalized linear cluster size LC/〈LC〉 for several different MWS. There is good agreement
with previous PDI experimental data [25]. d) PDF of 1DVOA for normalized linear cluster
size LC/〈LC〉 for a random uniform distribution, experimental data, and the model proposed.
For all clusters having between 2 and 20 cluster cells (NPC). The model proposed here
represents well the right tail of the RPP data with the condition NPC ≥ 2. The condition
V ≤ Vth = 0.55 was employed for clustering computation.
An additional step has been recently introduced to detect spurious edge
effects, in the context of 2DVOA cluster identification [48, 40]. The origin of
the ripples in the normalized PDF for cluster sizes, AC/〈AC〉, was attributed to
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these edge effects. The results presented in figure 7c challenge this assumption,
as the mixture model proposed here would be not affected by edge effects, and
yet, there are ripples present in the model data. In fact, these ripples contain
information of the flow physics and filtering them might miss some important
information about the carrier turbulence (see how the pdf power law changes
after applying the mentioned step in figure 3d in [40]). The study of these edge
effects is beyond the scope of this work.
Figure 8a shows the probability of having a number of particles in a cluster,
in 3D, for both an RPP and a turbulent DNS. There is a power law (up to
NPC ≈ 20 − 30) dependency, that can also be seen in the right tail (voids) of
the normalized cluster size distributions, VC/〈VC〉, in figure 8b. Since both the
RPP and DNS data show a similar decay, this analysis raises questions about
identifying clusters from randomness by 3DVOA. Recently, an additional step
has been proposed in [9] to the classical cluster definition in [18], in order to
discern between random and turbulence-driven clusters in 3DVOA. The idea
is that only the clusters lying on the right tail of VC/〈VC〉, as shown in figure
9a, should be considered as turbulence-driven coherent clusters. The data and
analysis presented here challenge this argument, since the cluster algorithm
applied to the RPP-3D VC/〈VC〉 distributions leads to self-similar behavior and,
therefore, a large number of ‘random’ clusters could avoid being filtered by
the additional step proposed, and be counted as turbulence-induced clusters
(see figures 9a and 9b). More importantly, figure 9c shows that the additional
cluster detection step (shaded area) could obscure collective effects in particle-
laden turbulence, as high concentration clusters (VC/〈VC〉 < 1) that may have a
strong effect on the settling and local turbulence conditions [6] could be filtered
out.
The right tail of the normalized size distribution, conditioned on the num-
ber of particles in the cluster, NPC , should preserve the power law behavior at
increasing thresholds of NPC , whereas for a random distribution, this behavior
cannot be present due to the lack of correlations at any scale. This approach is
justified by the multiscale fractal mechanisms proposed [35, 36] to explain pref-
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erential concentration, where the particles are interacting with the carrier flow.
The 1,2,3DVOA provide a collection of Voronoi cells originating from the par-
ticle position that are created by these interactions but, as shown in this work,
has to be analyzed rigorously to extract insightful information regarding the
underlying physics of the interaction between particles and turbulence. Figure
10a confirms that, for the 2DVOA case, increasing the value of NPC preserves
the −5/3 right tail decay as previously proposed in [42] and found in multiple
experiments [32, 2].
Figure 8b suggests that, for 3DVOA, a RPP-3D could present a power-law
right tail, unlike in 2DVOA, as observed in finite size droplets simulations [8].
This power law behavior, present in both preferential concentration and random
data, spans a large range of the clusters considered, as shown in figure 9b. After
applying the cluster detection algorithm to the DNS and synthetic random 3D
data, the turbulent data preserves the −16/9 power law for increasing NPC
thresholds, as shown in figure 10b, whereas the random dataset changes sharply
to an exponential decay within the same range. At NPC = 20, for example, the
DNS preferential concentration data has over a decade of power law, whereas
the RPP-3D barely exhibits it.
A geometric argument based on Marstrands theorems [49], and applied to
2D/3D Vorono¨ı clusters defined as in [18], might provide an answer to why
the turbulent and random LC/〈LC〉 PDFs in 1D look alike. The 2D/3D clus-
ters sampled in 1D can be considered unidimensional ‘signals’ with a Hausdorff
dimension [49] of at most 1 and, therefore, any of the fractal structure from
the original objects would be smoothed out by the projection onto 1D, mak-
ing it harder to retrieve evidence of preferential concentration. This explains
why our 1DVOA algorithm for clustering detection yielded a similar cluster
size PDF when applied to a random set and to a signal containing clustering.
Alternatively, this could be a bias in the cluster identification algorithm only
present in 1D. Figure 10c shows that the segregation test is less decisive, due to
the smoothing effect of 1D projections, but it is consistent with the idea that
turbulence-driven clustering will preserve its power law behavior at larger scales.
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Hence, an analysis of the histogram NPC in clusters is useful when 1DVOA is
employed, in order to discern between turbulence-driven clusters random cells.
These results show that our histogram analysis is able to avoid the biases
in cluster identifying algorithms [18, 9] associated with projection of data onto
areas and lengths, 1DVOA/2DVOA/3DVOA. An alternative test to distinguish
randomness from turbulence-driven clusters has been proposed [46, 8] involving
the 3D clusters mean aspect ratio when clustering is present and the settling
velocity ratio is significance, i.e., turbulence-driven clusters would have larger
aspect ratio than randomly generated cells, due to gravity. This criterion, how-
ever, becomes less accurate with increasing Reλ. The data and analysis pre-
sented here does not contradict this argument but, on the contrary, makes it
simpler and more general, as it works irrespective of gravity effects.
In summary, a methodology to filter biases in the construction of the cluster
size PDF by means of a clustering identification algorithm 1DVOA/2DVOA/3DVOA
has been described and validated. Our results shows this methodology is robust
and a very suitable companion to cluster detection algorithms. We also show
that some recent modifications [48, 40] to the widely accepted cluster algorithm
in [18], might have unseen drawbacks.
3.4. Clusters Concentration 1D
Cluster concentration characterization from 1D/2D samples might have pit-
falls similar to the cluster length characterization. Cluster concentration is
defined as CC = NPC/LC , where NPC is the number of particles inside the clus-
ter, and LC is its length. The overall concentration is defined as C0 = NP /LR,
where NP is the total number of particles detected over the total length recorded
LR. In 2D, C0 is the number of particles projected per window, and does not
correspond to the global concentration CG0 or to the volume fraction φ.
Figure 11 shows that the average concentration value 〈CC/C0〉 has a transi-
tion region similar to 〈LC〉/η in figure 5b, and is in good agreement with PDI
experimental data [25], when MWS ≈ η is close to the Kolmogorov length scale
[50].
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Figure 7: a) Histogram of 1D/2D-clusters. The ◦ represents the PDI-1D data [25]. The
number of cluster samples clearly follows exponential laws for RPP data, whereas for the
preferential concentration data has a mild power law-like behavior for at least one decade.
b) PDF of 2DVOA for cluster area AC for a random uniform distribution, and the model
proposed. For all clusters having between 2 and 20 points (NPC). The condition V ≤ Vth =
0.57 was employed for clustering computation. When weights were chosen (see equation A.9)
following a ZIPF probability, which are totally different than the actual histogram found in
figure 7a, a strong power law appears. c)PDF of 2DVOA for normalized cluster area AC/〈AC〉
for a random uniform distribution, and the model proposed. For all clusters having between
2 and 40 cells. The presence of ripples within the analytical PDF seems to challenge the
argument of Zamansky et al. [48] to cater for the 2DVOA edge effects. The shift of the PDFs
with respect to figure 7a is due to the different normalization in both cases.
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Figure 8: a) Histogram of 3D-clusters. The preferential concentration data has a longer power
law for less initially available cluster samples. On other hand, the RPP-3D data exhibits a
power law behavior transition to a exponential law at increasing number of NPC . b)PDF
of 3DVOA for cluster volume VC for a random uniform distribution, DNS data[27, 28], and
the model proposed. For all clusters having between 2 and 10 points (NPC). The condition
V ≤ Vth = 0.62 was employed for clustering computation. When weights were chosen (see
equation A.9) following the power law found in figure 8a, a power law appears.
The average cluster concentration value 〈CC/C0〉 has a non-monotonic be-
havior for the data coming from experimental projections. This can be explained
by the arguments proposed in [41] where the particle number density (liquid
volume fraction) plays a non-negligible role in the discrepancy in several pref-
erential concentration variables between DNS and experimental data. On other
hand, the 1D data presented here, at increasing C0, approaches a horizontal
asymptote 〈CC/C0〉 ∼ 3.0 that is slightly different from the asymptotic value
of 2.0 in 2DVOA [18]. The comparison between the 1D and the 2D estimation
of average cluster concentration 〈CC/C0〉 has to be taken with care, as results
stemming from extrapolations of concentration measured at lower dimensions
would yield high uncertainty in higher dimension values [51]. The comparison
here focuses on analyzing the behaviour as C0 increases, with snapshots taken
using different concentrations or particle number densities.
Figures 12a, 12b and 12c show the PDFs of normalized cluster concentra-
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Figure 9: PDFs of 3DVOA (DNS data of Baker et al. [9] for St = 11, and Sv = τpg/u′ = 0)
for normalized cluster volume VC/〈VC〉. Baker et al. claimed that turbulence driven clusters
are the ones for which for VC > η
3 or VC/〈VC〉 > 1. The figures shows that their criterion
might fail (see figure 9b) for almost the first decade of clusters (several points). The dashed
line ( ) represents f ∼ (VC/〈VC〉)−16/9. b)CDF of 3DVOA (DNS data of Baker et al.
[9] for St = 11, and Sv = τpg/u′ = 0) for normalized cluster volume VC/〈VC〉. Baker et al.
criterion includes large number of events where it might not be possible to identify ‘random’
from turbulence driven clusters. The vertical dashed line ( ) line represents up to the range
where RPP-3D generated data follows a distinguishable power law (see figure 9a). c) Scatter
plot of the number of clusters points vs the normalized average volume size for the DNS data
[27, 28] (see table 2). It can be seen that the criterion of Baker et al. [9] (VC/〈VC〉 > 1) could
leave out well packed clusters, which have a local impact on the local flow physics [6].
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Figure 10: a) PDFs of 2DVOA for normalized cluster area AC/〈AC〉 compensated by(
AC/〈AC〉
)5/3
. (+) corresponds to 2D data from [2]. Filled symbols the experimental data
(see table 2), whereas blank symbols are data coming from RPP-2D. The power law behavior
−5/3 is conserved at increasing NPC for clustering containing data, and not for RPP-2D
data. b)PDFs of 3DVOA (DNS) for normalized cluster volume VC/〈VC〉 compensated by(
VC/〈VC〉
)16/9
. Filled symbols are the DNS data, whereas blank symbols are data coming
from RPP-3D. NPC stands for the number of points inside the clusters, as defined in section
3.2. The power law behavior −16/9 is conserved at increasing NPC for clustering containing
data, and not for RPP-3D data.c)PDFs of 1DVOA for normalized cluster linear LC/〈LC〉
compensated by the power law exponent found in figure 7a. Filled symbols are experimental
data PDI[25], whereas blank symbols are data coming from RPP-1D.
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Figure 11: Average cluster concentration 〈CC/C0〉 vs the measuring window scale for numer-
ical and experimental data. Filled symbols refer to MWS for which σV > σRPP , whereas
blank symbols refer to σV < σRPP (c.f. figure 4b ). The x referes to the PDI data from
Sumbekova[25] 〈CC/C0〉 ∼ 4.56. The more points projected the value of the cluster concen-
tration gets close to the value of 3, with seems to value of a RPP distribution (see figure 12c).
The ( ) line represents the 2D scaling proposed by Monchaux et al. [18].
tion CC/C0 for several window sizes (MWS). These figures illustrate again the
similarity between preferential concentration data, and synthetic random data
which, by definition, has no correlations at any scale. Our results show that the
−4 power law reported from PDI measurements in [25] seems to be a robust
scaling when all the points are considered.
If the filtering method to discern randomness from preferential concentration
is applied to the cluster concentration PDF, as in figure 12d, minor differences
are found at small NPC , but as NPC gets higher (NPC > 8), the preferential
concentration data shows that it is almost an order of magnitude more likely to
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find very dense regions CC/C0 > 10 than in the RPP. The very dense clusters
(clusters for which CC/C0 = NPCLR/(LCN0)  1) can, then, be analyzed
by means of 1DVOA, as the clusters carry the information directly from the
original criterion over all scales, i.e., σV > σRPP . This criterion does include
high concentration clusters, as seen in figure 9c, which once again is at odds
with the recent recommendation in [9] .
1D data coming from experiments with Dp  η, employing instruments
with a measuring window of at least a Kolmogorov length scale, are not only
able to properly capture evidence of clustering, but also are capable of roughly
representing the average cluster concentration. However, to gain insight into
the 3D particle dynamics and preferential concentration, a cluster histogram
analysis is required. This approach provides a way to separate cluster sizes
from randomness via 1DVOA, but only very dense clusters could be analyzed
by this method.
Finally, and despite our study focusing on sub-kolmogorov particles, we
briefly advance the possible consequences of finite particles on the Vorono¨ı anal-
yses.
3.5. Finite size effects on RPP Vorono¨ı cell size standard deviation σRPP
It was previously noted by Uhlmann and Chouippe [34] that for a random
finite size particle cloud, the approach taken by Ferenc and Ne´da [5] and Tane-
mura [17] to compute the standard deviation of the Vorono¨ı tessellation cell
size would be increasingly inaccurate as the particle diameters get larger than
Kolmogorov lengthscale Dp/η > 1.
Intuitively, the value of σ?3DRPP , where the superscript (?) refers to a random
numerical case with finite size particles, is expected to decrease with increas-
ing diameter in a closed domain, as it could -in the limit- reach a maximum
packing, or a crystal like state (e.g. Uhlmann and Doychev[46] reported a value
close to 0.35 for particle sedimentation simulations without turbulence forcing),
which naturally attains a smaller standard deviation due to its higher level of
organization, and implying that σXDRPP > σ
?
XDRPP
, where (X = 1, 2, 3) is
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Figure 12: a) PDF of the cluster concentration over global concentration CC/C0. For exper-
imental sampled data (EXP-2D-AG-B) (2DEXP → 1D⊥), and different measuring window
sizes. (+) refers to the algorithm applied to a random distribution (RPP-1D). b) PDF of
the cluster concentration over global concentration CC/C0. For experimental sampled data
(EXP-2D-OG-B) (2DEXP → 1D⊥), and different measuring window sizes. (+) refers to the
algorithm applied to a random distribution (RPP-1D). c)PDF of the cluster concentration
over global concentration CC/C0. For experimental sampled data (DNS) (3DDNS → 1D⊥),
and different measuring window sizes. (+) refers to the algorithm applied to a random dis-
tribution (RPP-1D). d)PDF of the cluster concentration over global concentration CC/C0.
Solid symbols are experimental PDI data [25], whereas open symbols are from RPP-1D data.
The vertical ( ) line represents the asymptotic value CC/C0 ∼ 3.0 found in figure 11. It
can be seen that large concentrations have higher probability in clustering containing data
than in RPP-1D.
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the spatial dimension of the XDVOA. Uhlmann and Chouippe [34] reported
σ?3DRPP ∼ 0.411, and σ?3DFSRPP ∼ 0.408 for a random finite size numerical case
with Dp/η = 5 and Dp/η = 11, whereas Tanemura [17] outlined σ3DRPP ∼ 0.42
for point particles (see table 1). Hence, it can be argued that using the point
particle σRPP is a more conservative approach to determine the existence of
clustering, when the finite size value is unknown, or when the particles sizes are
sparsely distributed, as σRPP will be always larger than its finite size counter-
part σ?RPP .
Given this, the difference in magnitude of σRPP between the last two finite
simulations cases, and the point particle case is about 5%. Therefore, it appears
that, for not very large particles relative to η, the analysis and conclusions
presented here still apply. On the other hand, for very large particles sizes, for
instance, in the context of bubbly flows, and bubbly columns [52], a similar study
of the possible biases should be carried on, as phase detection measurements by
optical probes [53, 10] could provide a mean to characterize these types flows
via 1DVOA. We can anticipate, however, that the finite size effect on these
projections is equivalent to locally increasing the measuring window size (see
figure 13), and represent a significant contribution to this enhancement effect,
up to the principal axis perpendicular to the flow r⊥, such as, the radius for
spherical bubbles rB .
4. Conclusions
1DVOA clustering analysis is consistent with the trends regarding the mean
values of cluster size and concentration reported in previous studies under the
same experimental conditions. However, quantifying preferential concentration
by means of unidimensional measurements has some biases that need to be con-
sidered. It is clear that if unidimensional measurements via 1DVOA recover
evidence of particle clustering, i.e., σV > σRPP , this evidence is real as random
distributions cannot create spurious traces of clustering given adequate statis-
tical convergence. On the contrary, if 1DVOA yields σV ∼ σRPP , it cannot be
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γ
yˆ
MWS
Y
X
rB
r⊥
Figure 13: Sketch of the 2DEXP → 1D⊥ for finite size particles centers projection for an
arbitrary image. MWS is the measuring window size, yˆ is the randomly generated vertical
coordinate of the axis γ over which the points are orthogonally projected.
directly concluded that preferential concentration is absent within the flow.
The origin of this effect has been tracked to the measuring window size
(MWS): if it is too small or too wide, it might not be able to detect preferential
concentration present within the turbulent flow by means of the unidimensional
Vorono¨ı Analysis (1DVOA). Thus, MWS plays an important role on preferen-
tial concentration measurements that needs to be understood and taken into
account.
To capture’preferential concentration with 1DVOA, MWS should be a frac-
tion of the expected cluster length, LC . In the experimental conditions re-
ported here, this means that MWS should be close to the Kolmogorov length
scale (η). This guidelines are justified by the location of the maximum of σV
at MWS? ∼ L/10, where L is the integral length scale of the carrier phase. In
general, this expression seems to follow MWS? ∼ LC , as expected. This mea-
suring window size guarantees the recovery of quantitative values of the average
cluster linear size 〈LC/η〉, as well as the average cluster concentration 〈CC/C0〉.
However, it seems that these thresholds could depend on specific experimental
conditions, or DNS simulation conditions, and therefore an iterative procedure
for varying the MWS should be put in place if evidence of preferential con-
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centration is not recovered at the first try by unidimensional analysis. This
conclusion is supported by the 1DVOA performed on the numerical projections
of 3D numerical, and 2D experimental data (3DDNS → 1D⊥, 2DEXP → 1D⊥,
respectively), and c quasi-unidimensional PDI data.
A pitfall of the 1DVOA is that the raw cluster linear size LC/〈LC〉 and
cluster concentration CC/C0 probability density functions (PDFs) might not
be insightful for characterizing preferential concentration. This stems from the
loss of information inherent to the 1D projections in quasi-unidimensional ex-
perimental methods, .e.g., PDI, or optical probes. This information loss can
also explain the lack of a power law behavior in the right tail of the cluster size
PDF.
Our rather simple theoretical model for random distributions captured these
trends and ruled out the existence of a power law within the resulting PDF ob-
tained after applying the cluster identification algorithm to random data. How-
ever, characterizing the clusters by 1DVOA is harder than by 2DVOA/3DVOA.
A filtering approach is proposed to disentangle randomness from turbulence
clustering. This approach conditions the cluster size PDF by the number of
particles in a cluster, NPC . If preferential concentration is present in the data,
the right tail of this PDF will conserve its power law dependence. This has deep
implications when analyzing the impact of collective effects on particles settling
velocity via quasi-unidimensional measuring techniques.
Data suggests that 2DVOA, and 3DVOA methods are robust enough to
characterize the cluster size PDF. 2DVOA is very robust and its biases are
minimal, as previously demonstrated[42]. Our PDF mixture model challenges
the view that the ripples in the normalized cluster size PDF in 2DVOA are due
to the spurious edge effects[48, 40].
3DVOA, however, presents biases that a recently proposed cutoff criterion [9]
does not consider. The results presented here for the cluster detection algorithm
applied to 3D random data, which does not contain correlations at any scale,
shows a power law on the right tail of the cluster size PDF. To address this bias,
we developed a test based on the number of particles inside the cluster, NPC .
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This simple test, and a complementary check to the classical algorithm[18],
allows to determine whether the clusters data is coming from a random, or
turbulent origin, by referring to the preservation, or not, of a power law for the
right tail of the PDF of MC/〈MC〉, where MC is the area or the volume of a
cluster.
Our data also challenge two recently proposed amendments [48, 9, 40] to the
classical cluster detection algorithm [18] by 2D/3D Vorono¨ı Analysis. Namely,
in 2D our analytical model negates edge effects as the cause of the ripples found
in the normalized cluster size PDF. In 3D, our data suggest that the modified
algorithm might have some drawbacks, given that some random clusters could
not be filtered by it. Moreover, it seems that the capture of important physics,
such as four-way coupling effects on clustering and settling velocity, could be
missed.
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Appendix A. Clusters PDF Model RPP Distribution
In order to model the normalized cluster size PDF for LC/〈LC〉 coming
from randomly generated data (RPP distribution, see table 1). The following
assumptions were made:
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• The normalized cluster size PDF for a cluster population with an arbi-
trary number of cluster points LC |NPC , where NPC ≥ 2 is the number of
points inside the cluster, is equal to the sum NPC of the independent and
identically distributed [54] variables Xi, with i = 1, 2, 3 . . . , NPC ;
LC |NPC = X1 +X2 +X3 + . . .+XNPC (A.1)
The random variable Xi is distributed as:
f(V) = Kf
Ve
−2V if 0 < V < Vth
0 otherwise
(A.2)
where V is the normalized cell size, Kf a constant that accounts for the
normalization of the PDF, namely,
∫ Vth
0
f(V)dV = 1. f is the theoretical
model PDF for V proposed by Ferenc et Ne´da [5] but with its domain
bounded by Vth, which is the threshold to compute the clusters.
The sum of NPC independent variables has a PDF equal to the convolution
of their respective individual PDFs [55] ,.e.g , NPC = 2 (the simplest case):
f2(Z) =
∫ ∞
−∞
fX(X)fY (Z −X)dX (A.3)
with Z = X + Y (these are dummy random variables, it is equally valid
Z = X1 + X2), considering the support of components distribution, a
traditional technique consist in dividing the range of the new random
variable in two:
f2(Z) = K2

∫ Z
0
Xe−2X(Z −X)e2(X−Z)dX 0 < Z ≤ Vth∫ Vth
Z−Vth Xe
−2X(Z −X)e2(X−Z)dX Vth < Z ≤ 2Vth
(A.4)
Where K2 is a normalizing constant. As the original variables had a
support from 0 < Z ≤ Vth is straight forward to see that the new support
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is 0 < Z ≤ 2Vth, further simplifying:
f2(Z) = K2e
−2Z

∫ Z
0
XZ −X2dX 0 < Z ≤ Vth∫ Vth
Z−Vth XZ −X2dX Vth < Z ≤ 2Vth
(A.5)
After carrying on the integration:
f2(Z) = K2e
−2Z
Z
3 0 < Z ≤ Vth
6ZV2th − Z3 − 4V3th Vth < Z ≤ 2Vth
(A.6)
The figure A.14a illustrates that there is good agreement with the right
tail of the distribution between numerically generated data, and the model
here proposed.
For larger values of NPC , the convolution in ‘physical’ space becomes
cumbersome, and thereby, the duality between the convolution and the
Fourier transform, i.e., F{F ∗ G} = F̂ · Ĝ is going to be employed to
compute the PDF of LC |NPC , for NPC ≥ 3, whence:
fNPC = F−1
{NPC∏
k=1
F̂} (A.7)
being F̂ the Fourier transform of the PDF found in equation A.2. This
approach (see figures A.14a-A.14b) has good agreement regarding the PDF
right tail despite the increase in statistical uncertainty due to the decrease
in the number of samples for an increasing NPC (see figure 7a)
It is expected that as NPC →∞ the PDF collapses into a normal/gaussian
distribution (see figure A.14c) due to the central limit theorem [55].
As our interest was to check whether or not there was a power law at the
right tail of the PDF, we deemed the agreement as acceptable.
• The second assumption deals with the composition of the PDF for clusters
having between 2 ≤ NPC ≤ N?PC , with N?PC = 3, 4, . . . , N points.
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Figure A.14: a) PDF of the cluster size LC . The plot reveals that the model (equation A.6)
has good agreement with the right tail of numerical generated data. The plot also shows
the Fourier computed PDF. b) PDF of the cluster size LC . The plot reveals that the model
(equation A.6) has good agreement with the right tail of numerical generated data. The plot
also shows the Fourier computed PDF. c) PDF of the cluster size LC for NPC = 30. This
figure illustrates that as NPC increases the PDF tends to a normal distribution as expected by
the central limit theorem [55]. d) PDF of 1DVOA for normalized linear cluster size LC/〈LC〉
for a random uniform distribution, experimental data, and the model proposed. For all clusters
having between 2 and 25 points (NPC). The model here proposed represents well the right
tail of the RPP data, and the marker () corresponds to data from [25], which computed
the clusters with the condition NPC ≥ 1. The condition V ≤ Vth = 0.55 was employed for
clustering computation.
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The approach taken was to make a mixture model [47], i.e., the composite
PDFs will be a weighted sum of the normalized PDFs for each NPC .
This is written as:
f2≤NPC≤N =
N∑
k=2
αk−2fkl (A.8)
N∑
k=2
αk−2 = 1 (A.9)∫ nVth
0
fn(Z)dZ = 1 (A.10)
Being able to compute fk, the weights αk−2 were modeled following a
numerical experiment (see figure 7a), which revealed that in 1D there is a
predominantly presence of 2-point clusters, and that in turn this presence
halves for 3-points clusters, and halves again for 4-point clusters, and so
on. This can also be seen as the probability of finding a n-point cluster.
The result is plotted in Figure 6d, and it is repeated here for clusters
between 2 ≤ NPC ≤ 25 (see figure A.14d), the latter being the larger
cluster detected in the numerical experiment. To change from LC to
LC/〈LC〉, it is straight forward following the chain rule [55];
fY (y) = fX(v(y))|v′(y)| (A.11)
which completes the explanation of the model here proposed.
Appendix A.1. Higher Dimensions
The extension to the previous arguments to higher dimensions has the pitfall
of not having analytical PDFs available to do the computations, but rather fits
proposed by Ferenc and Ne´da [5], and therefore, a mismatch is expected. The
weights also have a different behavior than their counter part in 1D (see figures
7a - 8a). For instance, in 2DVOA the figures A.15a-A.15b reveal that there is
an acceptable agreement again with the right tail of the numerical experiment.
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Figure A.15: a) PDF of the cluster size AC . The plot reveals that the model (equation A.6)
has good agreement with the right tail of numerical generated data. The plot also shows
the Fourier computed PDF. b) PDF of the cluster size AC . The plot reveals that the model
(equation A.6) has good agreement with the right tail of numerical generated data. The plot
also shows the Fourier computed PDF.
Proceeding into the compound PDF (equation A.8), figure 7b shows that the
model captures the changes in the behavior of the numerical PDF (inflection
points), however the slope is not completely well captured, and effect that might
be due to not enough numerical samples, or the inaccuracy of the fits proposed
by Ferenc and Ne´da [5] (error propagation).
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